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SHOCK CONTROL BY ADAPTIVE ELEMENTS FOR
TRANSPORTATION AIRCRAFT WINGS

H. Rosemann, J. Birkemcevr, and A. Knauer

Institut ftir Strdmungsmcechanik
Dcutsches Zentrum Efir Luft- und Raumfahrt e. V.
Bunsenstrafie 10, D-37073 Gbttingen, Germany

ABSTRACT ..........
Different devices for the application of shock and boundary €oL ............
layer control on transportation aircraft wings have been inves- -- ",d, /
tigated on 2-d airfoils and on a swept wing model. A cavity in e Ir / I /...

the surface underneath the foot of the shock covered with a per-
forated plate reduces shock strength and hence wave drag, but
viscous drag increases such that a net drag reduction can not be
achieved in most cases. The application of additional bound- "
ary layer suction reduces the additional viscous drag, but not
enough to result in a significant gain in total drag.

On the contrary a contour bump underneath the shock, applied
alone or in combination with suction, reduces very effectively
wave drag without increasing viscous drag so that under off-
design conditions up to 24% total drag reduction has been mea- Figure 1: Flow control methods for application on the
sured for a 2-d airfoil and somewhat lower values for the swept Adaptive Wing
wing. This effect has been well predicted by numerical ineth-
ods. Both devices, especially the perforation, have a positive
influence on the buffet boundary, plies a significant degradation of wing performance. Applying

Trailing edge devices such as conventional and Gurney-type adaptive elements may increase the flexibility of a wing design
flaps also effect wave drag by redistributing the pressure on the by significantly reducing the cost of operating at off-design con-
wing or airfoil. Combining them with a contour bump has been ditions.
investigated numerically. The results show that by careful opti- Figure 1 shows a number of control devices attributed to the
mization of the flap deflection together with the corresponding Adaptive Wing Technology. Besides the techniques directly
bump location and height a better performance can be achieved acting on the boundary layer, the most effective methods are
compared to the application of either device alone, the global redistribution of the pressure by trailing edge devices

(flaps, flexible trailing edge, Gurney flaps) and the local control
NOMENCLATURE of the shock to minimize wave drag (passive or active ventila-

Svmbols tion, contour bumps). These techniques can be utilized to extend

b Span the flight envelope to higher velocities, where it is usually lim-

e Chord length ited by the increase of wave drag and shock induced separation

cP Pressure coefficient caused by strong shocks.

CD Drag coefficient The investigation of shock control by adaptive elements has
CDV Viscous drag coefficient been a major topic of the research activities in this field at the
CDW Wave drag coefficient DLR Institute of Fluid Mechanics during the last years. First
cL Lift coefficient experiments started with the application of a perforated surface
eQ Suction coefficient with a cavity underneath in the region where the shock impinges
h Bump height on the surface of the airfoil. This device was not very success-
M- Mach number ful in reducing total drag; however, the results suggested that by
p Pressure replacing the ventilation by a solid contour bump a much better

Po Total pressure performance should be achievable.
Re Reynolds numberax Strcamwisc coordinate Systematic experimental and numerical investigations were then
z Normal coordinate undertaken in the framework of the EU-program EuroShock II

and the German adaptive wing research program ADIF to study
the underlying flow phenomena, optimize bump geometry and

Greek Symbols position and demonstrate the drag reductions achievable. To

a Model angle of attack determine the additional effect of the 3-d boundary layer of a
typical transonic wing on the shock/boundary layer interaction,
the investigations included 2-d airfoils as well as a swept wing

1 INTRODUCTION model.

The conventional design of a transportation aircraft wing is usu- The paper discusses some results obtained during these research
ally optimized for a given cruise flight operating point. Chang- programs for the application of the control devices alone and in
ing flight parameters, e.g. speed, altitude or weight, often im- combination with additional boundary layer suction. Recently,

Paper presented at the RTO A VT Symposium on "Active Control Technology for
Enhanced Performance Operational Capabilities of Military Aircraft, Land Vehicles and Sea Vehicles

held in Braunschweig, Germany, 8-11 May 2000, and published in RTO MP-051.
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of the displacement thickness of the boundary layer shows up
in the wake pressure distribution and in the lower trailing edge

/ pressure. The additional viscous drag is higher than the reduc-\

.0 o7 tion of wave drag such that total drag is increasing by 9% in this
M 1 case.

A total drag increase has been found in all cases for laminar-
a-ndly Fl.. P P2 Perforated type airfoils. Under certain conditions, slight gains in total drag

surface s were found for turbulent airfoils, but in general it had to be ac-
Cavity cepted that passive ventilation can not be applied successfully

for drag reduction. An additional suction slot upstream of the
interaction region reduces the drag increase, but not to the point

Figure 2: Passive ventilation for shock control were significant reductions are achieved.

Passive ventilation can, however, be applied successfully for re-

an optimization study on a combined application of a contour ducing shock induced separation. The pressure distribution in

bump together with a flexible trailing edge has been performed Fig. 4 was obtained from an experiment on the VA-2 airfoil

and results will be shown together with first experiments on air- tested in the 1 m. x 1 m DLR Transonic Wind Tunnel Gbttingen

foils with Gurney flaps at transonic speed. (TWG), Ref. 5.

The curves indicate for the closed surface a strong separation
2 SHOCK CONTROL ON AIRFOILS BY A PERFO- with an oscillating shock, as can be deduced from the spread of

RATED SURFACE the pressure distribution in the shock region. When the cavity
As outlined above, first attempts to reduce shock strenght and is opened, the shock strength is reduced, the flow stabilizes and
thus wave drag were made with a cavity in the surface of the the separation disappears. In this special case, drag is obviously
airfoil under the shock position covered by a perforated plate. also reduced by a large amount.
The basic set-up is sketched in Fig. 2

A secondary flow is established in the cavity driven by the 3 SHOCK CONTROL ON AIRFOILS BY CONTOUR
pressure rise across the shock effectively creating a "pneumatic BUMPS
bump" by modulating the boundary layer displacement thick- The logical conclusion from the results reported above was to
ness when the flow exits the cavity in front of the shock and replace the cavity and the perforation by a solid bump in the
re-enters behind it. Compression waves emanating from the ris- surface of the airfoil or wing, thereby maintaining the posi-
ing slope of the bump hit the shock, weaken it and thus reduce tive effect on the shock without having to accept the increase
wave drag. of viscous drag. The following investigations were supported

The details of the flow field in the region of the shock/boundary by the EU-program EuroShock II and represent the key aero-
layer interaction above the cavity have been investigated in a dynamic element in the cooperation between DaimlerChrysler
channel flow by Bur et al., Ref. 1, both experimentally and nu- Aerospace Airbus, DaimlerCrysler Forschung and DLR coop-
merically. Their results show, that the single shock is indeed re- eration on adaptive wing technologies, ADIF.
placed by a lambda shock system, thus reducing wave drag. At First, an extensive numnerical study was carried out to deter-
the same time, however, the boundary layer thickness increases mine the optimum values for the geometric parameters of the
substantially due to the additional losses in the flow through the bump, as there are: shape, extension, position and height. It was
perforation such that viscous drag is increased, found, that for best performance the length of the bump should

These effects can be clearly identified also in Fig. 3, where pas- be around 20% chord and the shape asymmetric with the max-
sive ventilation was applied on the laminar-typc airfoil LVA-1, imum height at about 600% of the length of the bump without
tested in the 0.4 m x 0.35 m DLR Cryogenic Ludwieg Tube discontinuities in the contour, cf Ref. 4. While these parame-
(KRG) in Gbttingen (Ref. 2, Ref. 5). As a result of the spread- ters are not very critical, the position of the crest of the bump
ing of the shock the pressure gradient in the shock region is sig- and the height have to be veiy carefully adjusted to the position
nificantly reduced, when the perforation is open. The increase and strength of the shock.
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Figure 3: Surface and wake pressure distributions on the Figure 4: Surface and wake pressure distributions on the
laminar-type airfoil LVA-lAe with and without turbulent-type airfoil VA-2 with and without pas-
passive control sive control
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Figure 5: Calculated pressure distribution in the shock re- Figure 7: Measured pressure distribution in the shock re-
gion of the ADIF airfoil for different bump heights glen of the ADIF-airfoil for different bump heights
for M = 0.755 for M = 0.765

Figure 5 shows a result of the pressure distribution in the shock ration with a significant drag increase. Obviously the optimum
region calculated for different bump heights on the ADIF air- bump height depends on the shock strength, while the position
foil. While initially the effect of a reduction oif the pressure gra- has to follow the shock such that the relative distance between
dient of tihe shock increases with increasing bump height, the bump maximum and shock position is maintained about con-
last curve for the highest bump exhibits a double shock configu- stant.
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Figure 6: Calculated drag and lift-over-drag ratio for the Figure 8: Measured drag and lift-over-drag ratio for the
ADIF airfoil for different bump heights at M =ADIF airfoil for different bump heights at Ml
0.755 0.765
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Figure 6 shows thc computed lift polars and thc L/D ratios for
a Mach number slightly above the airfoil design Mach number o0.05
and different bump heights. It can be seen clearly, that higher dag

bumps reach their maximum performance at higher lift coeffi- Viscous
cients, whereas they produce additional drag at low lift coeffi- 8d I B c---

cients due to unfavorable double shock configurations such as 0.0 - dam 6016.

shown in Fig 5. To obtain the best results over the whole polar k-h0.16o, V-1,0110

the bump therefore has to be adaptive, also adjusting its position -c=.10 Q=-1,5'10

which for the sake of simplicity was fixed for these examples. 6." ,.5 0. , ' 0.08" 0 1 0 -11.0 0.95 1.00

The benefits can be exploited in terms of a higher maximum of Xo P^
the L/D ratio for these off-design conditions as well as a wider
usable range of lift coefficients with a given (minimum) L/D Figure 10: Pressure distribution in the shock region of the
value. ADIF swept wing with and without bumps and

The numerical results in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 were confirmed by boundary layer suction at M = 0.852

experimental data obtained in the Cryogenic Ludwieg Tube of
DLR in Gdttingen, given in Fig. 7 and Fig. 8. The model was
equipped with two exchangeable inserts with bump heigths of reduction as on the airfoil tests, cf Fig. 11, this is however be-

0.175% and 0.35% chord, respectively. The pressure distribu- lieved to be in part caused by a premature boundary layer transi-

tion in the shock region in Fig. 7 as well as the polars and L/D tion leading to comparatively higher boundarv layer thicknesses

ratios in Fig. 8 show the same trends as the numerical results, as in the 2-d experiment. The addition of boundary layer suc-

The maximum drag reduction for this Mach number was ob- tion upstream of the shock reduces the boundary layer thickness

tained with about 24% for the bump with a height of 0.35% again and leads to higher drag reductions and probably these

chord, values arc to be compared with the 2-d results.

4 SHOCK CONTROL ON A SWEPT WING BY CON- 5 APPLICATION OF CONTOUR BUMPS IN COMBI-

TOUR BUMPS, PERFORATION AND SUCTION NATION WITH VARIABLE CAMBER

To find out, whether the results of the 2-d airfoil investiga- Modem wing designs will utilize variable camber to optimize

tions do also apply for a swept wing, where the boundary layer aerodynamic performance for different flight conditions, For

is three-dimensional and the shock/boundary layer interaction transonic speed one effect of variable camber is also to reduce

might respond differently to these control devices, a model of wave drag by redistributing the pressure such that strong shocks

a swept wing was designed and built for the I m x 1 m TWG, are avoided. Therefore it was to be investigated, whether addi-

Ref. 3. The swept wing design was chosen because a half model tional benefits may still be gained by a combination of variable

would not have been large enough in this wind tunnel to acco- camber and the contour hump for shock control.

modate the different inserts. Contoured liners were necessary A numerical optimization study was performed employing vari-
on the side walls of the test section to ensure infinite sweep con- able camber, here realized in form of a flexible trailing edge,
ditions, see Fig. 9. together with a contour bump. For each lift coefficient, the op-

The test results showed that the effect of the flow control devices timum combination of trailing edge deflection, bump position

was in principle not very different from the 2-d case. Figure 10 and height for minimum drag was determined. An example of

shows an example of a pressure distribution in the shock region the results is given in Fig. 12.

and Fig. II the polars for the swept wing equipped with a bump For the Mach number chosen for this test case, the variable cam-
of 0.16% chord height with and without additional suction up- ber is most efficient for low values of the lift coefficient, whereas
stream of the shock. at high lift the bump achieves higher drag reductions. The con-

There was basically no drag reduction achievable from the pas- hination of both devices gives a significantly better performance

sive ventilation, The bumps showed a somewhat smaller drag than either one alone. This balance changes with Mach number.
In general, the contour bump is most effective at high Mach

100 e 5hnge alo insert

n / ction 0.65 . . . . 2 '

0.60
diverging suction ducts

0.55 - a -/ M=0.5
•/Y 1 1Re=6 7"1C0

260-.50 Ac 20 12% XT/C=0.10i0.15
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4

0.40- h/c=.16%, cQ=-1 .510-
4

c 400 mm
b = 1000 mm "60" 0.010 0.012 0.014 0.016 0.018 0.020

CD

Figure 9: The ADIF swept wing model for shock control Figure 11: Drag polars for the ADIF swept wing with and
applications without bumps and boundary layer suction
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Figure 14: Pressure distribution for the CAST-10 airfoil
Figure 12: Drag polar for the VC-opt airfoil with optimized with and without 0.5% chord Gurney flap

trailing edge deflection and bump
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numbers/high lift coefficients, where the effect of the flap is not Figure 15: Drag polars for the CAST-10 airfoil with 0.5%

sufficient to eliminate wave drag. and 1% chord Gurney flaps at M = 0.765

A similar effect as with flexible trailing edges and flaps can
be achieved with small trailing edge modifications like Gurney The contour bump is very effective in reducing wave drag at off-
flaps. Two configurations on a CAST-10 airfoil were investi- design conditions, especally at high Mach numbers and high
gated experimentally in the 1 ni x 1 in TWG, cf Fig. 13. lift coefficients. A maximum of 24% drag reduction could be

The two pressure distributions in Fig. 14 at about the same lift achieved. Flexible trailing edges or flaps have similar benefits,

coefficient explain, why in the drag polars in Fig, 15 the con- but at lower Mach numbers and lift coefficients. By combining

figurations with Gurney flaps develop a better performance at these two devices the drag polar for high Mach numbers can be

high lift coefficients. The re-distribution of the pressure re- enhanced over the whole range of lift coefficients.

duces low pressures on the suction side of the airfoil, such that Small trailing edge devices like Gurney flaps show promising
a shock is no longer formed and wave drag is avoided. Further results also in the transonic regime. Their potential for drag
investigations on trailing edge modifications to enhance aerody- reduction will be subject to further studies.
namic performance at transonic speed with veiy small devices
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Paper #16

Q by Chris Weir: The predicted benefit will be of great interest to the airframe companies and the
airlines. When do you believe that the technology might enter service ?

A : The technology requires a new wing design. No prediction is given.


